A linguistic society possesses the numerals it needs for its daily occupations. A glance at the language of a Bushman tribe living in the outskirt of the Kalahari shows that they have words for 'one' and 'two', but above that only words meaning 'several' and 'many'. It is not that their language is particularly undeveloped. In their noun declination for instance they have forms for singular, dual and plural. Thus perfect accordance between numeral system and noun declination!!

The reason for this limited numeral system is that they do not need to count anything. They are food gatherers, and there is no point in counting the roots and small animals they have got during the day, because their sizes differ. A glance at what has been gathered is enough to estimate if it is sufficient for the family's supper and breakfast.

Cattle breeders need more numerals. They have to count their herds in the evening to see if they have got all the beasts home to the enclosure. But these Bushmen have no domestic animals.

Even very primitive forms of trade call for numerals. Bargaining may begin with a question like this: "How many of the things you have, are you willing to give in exchange for so and so many of the things I have?"

What do we know of the social conditions of the Protoaustronesians and their need for numerals?

They were seafarers. Otherwise they could not have come to the thousands of islands where they are now living. Words for 'canoe' *wa(ʔ)kan, 'ship' *parah, 'sail' *zaa'ay 'paddle' *boyat'at, 'oar' *daa'y, 'rudder, stern' *udhi, have a very wide distribution. Seafarers get food by fishing: 'fish-hook' *kaa'li, 'fish-trap' *baba, 'fish-poison' *yoba are likewise common. A very common word for 'fish' is *si-kaan, derivative of *kaan 'to eat' with the prefix of the fourth focus. Fish was thus a very important part of their food, and many names of fish species are common. But here the situation is like that of the food gatherer: no need to count the fish.

They were also hunters: *qaq 'to hunt', *baka 'to hunt, pursue', *raa'ug, *raa'og 'bow, arrow, to shoot'. It was perhaps, therefore, that they kept dogs, *uut'a. They also had pigs, *noo'ok, but names of the ruminant domestic animals are not so widespread. Therefore they were probably not cattle breeders.

They were however cultivators: *qaq 'to plant', *gamah 'cultivated field', *paq'ai 'rice plant', *booyah 'husked rice', *noo'ug 'mortar', *qaqalo单品 'pestle', *paq 'tuber, yams', *gaba 'sugar cane'. Nor was much counting needed for this occupation.

But they practised trade: *baak 'to buy'. The causative form of this wordbase is often the expression for 'to sell'. Trade may gradually have prompted the development of their numeral system.

1.

The most common word for 'one' is PAN *t'aa, often preceded by *a or *i. The monosyllabic form is sometimes prefixed to nouns. Mal sa-puluh 'ten' is a compound word, semantically comparable to German ein Zehner. The verb 'to count' is sometimes derived from this wordbase.

In Formosa cognates of *t'aa are used in most languages. Only the Atayalic and Tsouic subgroups have other words for 'one' (Ferrell 1969,407). Also outside Formosa there are languages which normally use other words. In some of these *et'aa/t'aa is, however, used when counting. Counting is done mechanically without reflection, and therefore an older form is easily maintained. But when the word is emphasized, stressing that a person or an object is single, alone, it may easily be supplanted by a word with this meaning.

This has occurred for instance in Ma'anyan and Malagasy. Both in Ma'anyan and in the Merina dialect of Malagasy iaso is used only when counting. The word is with $a$, whereas the ordinary reflexes of PAN *t'aa are Mny $h$, Mlg $s$. But because the development has been $t' > s > h > g$, $s$ is an older reflex, and may have been maintained by the mechanical and thereby conservative action of counting.

In other relations Mny generally uses eran 'one'. In Mlg evana means 'to fill, pervade', e.g. man-evana ni tranu nii fisum 'its odour, fragrance fills, pervades the house', eran-tranu 'pervading the house, everywhere in the house', eran-tauatu 'one spoonful'. The last example shows how the meaning 'one' could develop. It also exists in archaic expressions where the meaning 'one' is clear: evan-aqikih 'the breadth of one thumb' = 'one inch'.

But the ordinary word for 'one' in Merina is iaray. Northeast and Central east Barito too have iarā 'one'. In Ma'anyan iarā means 'alone'. The reduplicated form Mny iarā means 'alone, self, own'. In Malagasy the latter has developed into iarā 'alone' with another accentuation. It is thus clear that the meaning 'one' has developed from 'alone'. Similar semantic changes may have taken place in other languages.

2.

The word for 'two' is the same all over the Austronesian area. Dempwolff constructed it in the form PAN *tawa. In a special study of this word Dyen changed it into *Debahu (Dyen
1974a, 54), where D symbolises the same protophone as Dempwolff's d. After having studied Formosan languages he changed the h into S, and writes it thereafter *DeuS3a (Dyen 1965b, 298–99; 1971, 42–43).

His starting point was the Tagalog cognate *daawá. He demonstrated that the syllable da- was the result of a reduplication of the initial consonant + a. Tag and many other languages have such reduplicated forms of numerals, e.g. Tag tu-tilo 'three'. The d and the a should therefore reflect the same consonant. From this he concluded that the Tag reflexes of PAN *d are intervocalic -i- (like Dempwolff's construction), but initial d- (in opposition to Dempwolff). This theory of Dyen solved some problems in Dempwolff's constructions, but created others which he was not able to explain (Dyen 1947b).

Ogawa and Asai found reflexes of two d's in Formosan languages, which they wrote PAN *d₁ and *d₂ (Ogawa and Asai 1935, 6). They are not identical with Dempwolff's *d and *d. I have found that in Formosan there is also a third set of reflexes from which I have constructed the protophone *d₃, and the word for 'two' has these reflexes. I have therefore reconstructed it PAN *d₃uSa. For more details see Dahl 1973/76, 55–62. PAN *d₃ has the reflexes - and -i- in Tag, and makes most of Dyen's changes of the initial d's in Dempwolff's constructions superfluous.

Tag -aw- is not a regular reflex of PAN *-aw-. It was to explain this irregularity that Dyen constructed the sequence *-ew-. The normal reflex of PAN *a is Tag i, but Dyen found some instances with a. He admitted however that no other case with the sequence *-ew- had been reconstructed before (Dyen 1947a, 51).

In a critique of Dyen's construction Blust has stated:

In view of the fact that the reconstruction of *-ew- is now seen to depend on an apparent irregularity in a single lexical item in Tagalog, Dyen's argument might be dismissed on general methodological grounds as insufficiently motivated. (Blust 1974a, 131).

I have given similar structural reasons against the construction of *-ew- (Dahl 1973/76, 57).

Dyen has replied to Blust's critique that diphthongs as reflexes attributable to ew are found in seven Philippine and one Sulawesi language: Pandan dawá, Iriga Bikol darawá, Ilongot dōwā (but Kakidugan Ilongot dua), Keleyqiq Kallahsan dawōq, Iraya darawá, darwa, Ata Manobo dassa, Tagabili bōwá, Bolaang Mongondow de(j)wōq, dawo, dōjowa, dorowa, dua, dua (Dyen 1975, 1–2).

I do not find Dyen's argument convincing. We can oppose to Dyen's eight instances attributable to *-ew- more than a hundred, known to me, deducible from *u, and in about 90 percent of these the reflex is u or o, normal reflexes of *u. This brings Dyen to reflect upon double forms in the protolanguage (1975, 2–3).

Because of the overwhelming majority of languages with clear reflexes of PAN *u, I find it more natural to consider the forms attributable to *u as secondary innovations. They have been found only within what has been considered as the Philippine subgroup, but even here most languages reflect *u. If the abnormal reflexes are secondary, a plausible explanation is that a diphthongization has taken place.

This mostly occurs in accented syllables, but Ilongot dōwā is accentuated on the ultima. Zorc assumes however that the ultimate accentuation of numerals in Philippine languages may be due to counting intonation, and therefore not original (Zorc 1978, 31). 'Two' is a word often pronounced with emphasis, e.g. 'not one but two', 'two, not three', 'there were two of them'. A diphthongization in this word in some few languages therefore seems more likely to me than the (at least) very infrequent sequence *ew/u without any differing reflex from that of *u in the great majority of languages.

The languages cited are not close neighbours. A parallel diphthongization is therefore more probable than a common evolution.

As support for the presence of the sequence *-u in PAN Dyen cites the word for 'star' in Pangasinan biti'wen, in Bukidnon Bikol biti'wen, and in Aparayaw biti'wen from what has hitherto been constructed as PAN *bi(N)tyuq + -on or -an (Dahl 1973/76, 28). These forms should be deducible from *biti'wen (Dyen 1975, 3–4). But in Tag the cognate is bitičin with u and not with *aw. If we had *ew- in *DeuS3a and *biti'wen we should have had the same reflex in both words in modern Tagalog. The cited words for 'star' are therefore an argument against the presence of ew in *aw. The hypothesis of assimilation is sufficient, and because of Tag ka-lu-lučā more probable. The irregular forms of *bi(N)tyuq-an in the three languages cited may also be due to diphthongization.

Dyen has constructed the second consonant in the word for 'two' as *S3 (1965, 298–99). Except in Sedeg the reflexes of *S in this word are the same as *S₁, it is thus only Sedex dará that needs a special explanation.

Both Perrell (1969, 408) and Tsuda (1976, 153) write the Sedeg word with x (other authors have dä, däkā). Both PAN S₂ and *t have the reflex x in Sedeg, and that may
have influenced the development of the *ʔ in this word. The very frequent use of low numerals may account for irregularities.

In most Philippine languages the reflex of PAN *h₁ and *h₂ is ⟨h⟩, and both Charles (1974, 468) and Zorc (1978, 31) reconstruct the PPh form of this word as *ʔh₁. Some Philippine languages have more or less consistently lost this ⟨h⟩, and so has also Tagalog in final position, but in intervocalic position Tagalog has generally kept the ⟨h⟩. The loss of it in ⟨dalaad⟩ is thus irregular. But Aklanon, which generally maintains PPh ⟨h⟩ faithfully, and some other Bisayan languages have had metathesis in this word, Akl dâyâh *<*da-la-ha (Zorc 1977, 30). The same has also occurred outside the Philippines. Southeast Barito has mew 'two' (Hudson 1967, 76). If Tagalog has had the same, the loss of final ⟨h⟩ is regular. Dyen has recently suggested the same (1971, 43). After the metathesis the ⟨w⟩ has deloped as a glide after ⟨u⟩.

Sedeq is thus the only language with an irregular reflex of *ʔ in this word, and the same irregularity occurs in no other Sedeq word. An irregularity in only one word in a single language is not a sufficient argument for constructing a special protophoneme. We can therefore reconstruct PAN *dâyâh, and consider the ⟨x⟩ in Sedeq as an irregularity due to frequent use.

3.

For 'three' Dempwolf constructed PAN *tōlu. Ogawa and Asai also found two different ⟨t⟩'s in Formosan languages, which they wrote PAN *₅t₁ and *₅t₂ (Ogawa and Asai 1935, 6). I use the same symbols. They are not identical with Dempwolf's *₅t and *₅p. Dyen wrote them *₅t and *₅p. In all Formosan languages the initial consonant of this word is a reflex of *₅t₁.

To this construction Tsuchida has added a final *tgu. The criterion for this is Ami tua, Takifu Bunun tōhu, Sais tua?, Pas tara?, Sed tōlu? 'three'. The Aklanon cognate corroborates this reconstruction with dâ-tlak. The original form of the word is thus PAN *₅tu₂lu₂ (Tsuchida 1976, 135).

4.

For 'four' Dempwolf constructed PAN *₅m₁pat. In the Formosan languages the reflex of the final consonant is that of *₅t₁. Dyen has found that an initial ⟨s⟩ in some Formosan languages explains irregular reflexes of Dempwolf's initial ⟨s⟩ in some Philippine languages. In Tagalog the cognate is pârpat and in Hiligaynon Bisayan aîrapat, but in these languages the regular reflex of *₅t₁ is not ⟨s⟩. Dyen gave the initial consonant the symbol *₅x₂, and supposed the same model of reduplication as in Tag da-la-sâ. Then we would get the form PAN *₅x₂₂-səpat. If *₅x₂ was deleted in both positions, we would get *₅₂əpat, and with crisis of *₂ə the result would be the modern *₅₂əpat (Dyen 1962, 215). Tagalog has developed hard onset to initial vowels, so the initial ⟨s⟩ is no problem.

In Formosan some languages have a mono-

syllabic form *₅pat₁, others a form derivable from the disyllabic *₅pat₂: Siatây jîpat, Ciâtây pâpat (with infixed -jî- or -î-), Ruk dialects pâpat, Thao pâpat, Taok, Pap, Hny pâpat, Puy pâpat, Bun pâpat. Sed pâpat, Tsou səpat, Kan u-səpat, Sar səpat, Rukbûdul səpat, Pâw ma-səpat, Paz, Sais səpat, Pâw səlopət, Ami səpat, Kav səpat, Giraya āpat, Ketagal aîrapat 'four' (Tsuchida 1976, 220. Ferrell 1969, 410).

Outside Formosa the eastern languages have generally the monosyllabic form, the western mostly the disyllabic. Which of them is the original one?

Javanese has the short form *₅pat, and this has undergone the reduplication into pa₂pat both in Old and New Javanese. The short form could then be the old one subjected to the ordinary reduplication. However, Javanese is the only MJ language having the short form. The others show reflexes of *₅[N]pat (Nother 1975, 193). It is therefore clear that PMJ had the disyllabic form. This form is so widespread that it is inconceivable that all these languages or subgroups should have independently developed the same syllable before a PAN *₅pat₁. We therefore have to consider the long form to be PAN. In all the Formosan languages which have the first syllable, the initial consonant is a reflex of *₅t₁ (see Tsuchida 1976, 159-60). I therefore reconstruct the word as PAN *₅t₅pat₁.

How has it happened that the initial syllable has been deleted independently in so many widespread languages?

Zorc has shown that in PPh the accent fell on the ultima, if the penult vowel was *₂o (Zorc 1978, 70 and 91). In Malay it is the same, and it is likely that this phenomenon was PAN. The syllable *₅pat₂ was therefore the strong syllable in the word. In rapid counting a weak syllable is sometimes omitted. In my mother-tongue Norwegian, 'four' is fiavr [fiavr]. But when counting rapidly we say: øn, bo, bre, fir, fem ... I assume the loss of the weak initial syllable in this word may be accounted for in the same way. We shall see the same when examining the word for 'six'.

Both in PPh and in PMJ the regular reflex of PAN *₅t₁ is ⟨h⟩. But this word has ⟨s⟩ reflex in both subgroups. I assume that the reason is similar. Low numerals have a very frequent use, and thereby a phoneme may be worn off. The ⟨s⟩ has a weaker articulation than any other consonant, and if that articulation is weakened even further, it is absorbed by the adjacent vowels.

Zorc has reconstructed this word with initial glottal stop in PBIs (1977, 305). But Bisayan has developed hard onset to initial vowels. Therefore the glottal stop is generally not a reflex of a consonant in the protolanguage. First PPh *₅s₁ PAN *₅t₁ has been deleted, and thereafter the hard onset has developed. In Aklanon it is the form with developed hard onset that has had the reduplication: *₅[s]əpat. Thereafter it has undergone deletion of *₂ and metathesis, and has thus acquired the modern form *₅₂əpat (Zorc 1977, 101).

Up to 'four' the numerals are the same all over the AN area, with only insignificant exceptions. Beyond that numeral there is no
such uniformity. It is thus possible that at a certain point of the development of these languages, the Austronesians had numerals only up to 'four'.

5.

The most common word for 'five' found all over the AN area, is PAN *lima. To Dempwolff's reconstruction of this no alternative has been proposed, as far as I know.

In many languages *lima also means 'hand'. The reason for this is obvious. When we count on the fingers, 'five' is 'the whole hand'. It would therefore not be correct to consider *lima 'five' and *lima 'hand' as two homonym words. 'Five' and 'hand' are allophones of the same root.

However, in many modern languages the cognate of *lima means only 'five', and other words have been adopted for 'hand' to avoid ambiguity. In Ngaju Dayak and Fijian, dis-similation of the nasal has eliminated the ambiguity: NgD lime 'five', lenge 'hand, arm', Fi lima 'five', liga- 'hand, arm'. 4 Many other languages have PAN *ara'um 'arm, foreleg (of animals)' also with the meaning 'hand', thus the word for 'arm' used for the most important part of it.

Another word is Tag kamuy, Ifugo Batad kamuy 'hand', Ivatan ka-kamuy 'finger' (Reid 1971, 88 and 81), perhaps also Tontemboan and Tombatu kama 'hand' (Sneddon 1970, 22). The expressions 'to do something with the hand' or 'to do it with the fingers' may designate exactly the same action. Here we may see the same semantic link between 'hand' and 'finger'.

Zorc has reconstructed PBH *apa-lema[h] with long and stressed penult vowel (1978, 79). 5 But in PBIs *iima 'five' is with short penult and stress on the ultima (Zorc 1977, 101). Zorc assumes however, as already mentioned, that the numerals received the pattern with stressed last syllable through counting in tonation (Zorc 1978, 72 and 96). Both in this way and by the addition of an initial a the original word with two allophones has been split into two words: (ʔa-)lima 'hand' and *lima 'five'.

PAN *lima is however not the only word for 'five' found in Formosan. Four northwestern neighbours have another word: Paz saab, Sais asab, Taok hasap, Fav aceh 'five' (Ferrell 1969, 411). From these I reconstruct the protoform *yatąb. PAN *γ is the only protophoneme with the reflexes Paz x and Sais a. Both *γ and *g̃ have the reflex x in Paz and Sais (Tsuchida 1976, 305-11). In Favor we have PAN γ > x, e.g. PAN baqwyń > Fav baaq 'new' (Ferrell 1969, 358), and the reflex of PAN *t2 written oh, e.g. PAN mahg̃ > Fav mahg̃ 'to die', and that of PAN *g̃ written s, e.g. PAN aiq > Fav ist 'urine' (Ferrell 1969, 281 and 244). Taokas is an extinct language of which very little is known.

It is possible that *yatąb may have been an original PAN numeral for 'five', and that it has been supplanted by the word for the (whole) 'hand' because of counting habits. If so the four northwestern languages could represent the first group of AN immigrants in Formosan, and *lima have supplanted *yatąb in the centre of the AN society shortly after their emigration. But much comparative study would be needed before this suggestion could amount to more than a very tentative working hypothesis.

Pazeh is the only AN language known to me that has a quinary numeral system. 5 The numbers from 6 through 9 are composed of xasb + the numerals 1, 2, 3, 4, linked with an i before a consonant (Ferrell 1969, 412-15). The three other languages have specific numerals for these numbers, but not those of the majority of AN languages.

6.

The most common word for 'six' was constructed by Dempwolff as PAN *sawam. Outside Formosan it has the same wide distribution as the preceding numerals. In Formosa too it is the most common.

In Tagalog and Hiligaynon Bisayan Dyen has found the same irregular a in the first syllable of this word as in PAN *sawam, and he has given the same explanation. The word must originally have had an initial consonant which he gave the hypothetic symbol x3. This had been reduplicated with a like the other numerals, and thereafter been deleted. Finally *sawam underwent change as PAN *sawa > *sawam > *sawam (Dyen 1962, 215). This hypothesis seems sound, but what was the real articulation of the initial consonant?

Dyen used the same symbol x3 for the initial protophoneme of Paz yaků 'I' (Dyen ibid.). But this is the vowel PAN *a-, which is the initial component of personal pronouns of 1st and 2nd person in many AN languages, not only in Formosa (Ferrell 1969, 186-91) but also outside, e.g. Mak i-kaw 'you', i-katte 'we' (Mills 1975, 212). NgD y-aku 'I', i-kaq 'you, y-kaw 'we' (Hardeland 1858, 97). SakMg x-aku 'I', i-xa 'you', MerMg i-s-aku 'I' (Dahl 1951, 234-42).

*sa- is from a non-syllabic i, like NgD y-, Mer x- reflects a glide between a syllabic i and a following vowel. Sangir has i- before all personal pronouns (Adriani 1893, 236).

As we have seen, before a vowel this i often becomes monosyllabic. It cannot be the same protophoneme in the word for 'six'. Forms with initial a- are not the only irregularity occurring in this word. We find initial i in Kan inóm (Tsuda 1976, 182), Pawi yuam, Puy yuam, Ami yuam (besides yuam), Kav yuam (and yam) 'six' (Ferrell 1969, 412). I therefore reconstruct this numeral as PAN *sawam (Dahl 1973/76, 47-49), and the reduplicated form of it *sawam. Here too Dyen's x3 thus represents a non-syllabic vowel like in i-aku (Dyen 1962, 215), but not the same vowel.

A non-syllabic i has often been deleted (Dahl 1973/76, 50-52). This explains Dempowolff's construction *sawam. In the cases above with i- it has not disappeared, but crisis with the following a has taken place *saw > s, and thereafter in some languages assimilation of the a of the following syllable.

As in PAN *sawam the first syllable has been deleted in some languages both in and outside Formosan. I assume that here too the weak syllable has been lost in rapid counting.

PAN *sawam is not the only word for 'six' in Formosan. The same languages which have *yatąb 'five' also have other words for 'six'.
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Pazeh has *zasb-una* '5+i' as already mentioned, Fav na-taap, Taok takap (thus a common word), and Sais booi 'six' (Ferrell 1969, 412). These are probably local creations.

The Atayalic subgroup and Taok have chosen another way to enlarge their numeral system. Sedeq has ma-tóru, CiAtay ma-tó-tu* maintaining 'six' from Sed róru, CiAtay tu-gal 'three'. Here the prefix ma* must be doubled. SgAtay has ciu-gal 'three' and *a-s-iu 'six' (Ferrell 1969, 409 and 412). The infixed -su- seems to have the same effect as the prefix ma*-. It is tempting to see in the suffixed -gal in Atayal the second syllable of *tukgal 'single, alone', so that '3' is 'single three' and '6' 'double three'. But PAN *ṭ* has been deleted in Atayal, as in Sg ciu-, Ci tu- < PAN *ṭjulug*. Atay 1 reflects PAN *ṭj*. However, Ma'an yan has taksh'un 'alone' and Merulg takan 'single, alone' with a final *u* which may reflect PAN *ṭj*. It is therefore possible that PAN *tu-ngal* has had an alternative form with final *ṭ*. If so, Atay -gal may be a reflex of this form and mean 'single'.

Thao, Atayal's neighbour in the south, has ka-túru 'six' from tóru 'three'. The prefixed ka- must also indicate a doubling.

Sundanese has gowrpm for 'six'. This is cognate to Mal gowrpm 'full, complete'. The hand was full at 5, therefore this word is used to design the next numeral (Gonda 1975, 444).

7.

For 'seven' Dempwolff constructed PAN *pitw*. From the Formosan languages it is clear that the *t* is PAN *ṭj*. Madurese has petto, petto(h) with geminate *t*, which generally indicates a short penult vowel. Whether this is PAN or the vowel has been shortened locally in Madurese through a counting intonation, is not clear.

In Formosa *pitw* is present in Atayalic with Sg *pitw*, Ci ma-pitw, Sed *m-pitw*. The word thus seems to have the prefix ma- here too. May it be from an analogy with 'six'? It is not possible to find any doubling effect of it here. -Thao has pituw.

The only Formosan languages with other words for 'seven' and the four in northwest: Pazeh has *zasb-i-daw* '5+i', Sais yō?kō?kō?, Taok yweto, Fav (na)jito. The Saisiat word seems composed from *yu + *at-a*. Both of the glottal consonants *t* and *h* change the articulation of adjacent *a* and *u*, *a > ḥ* and *u > ɔ* (Tsuchida 1976, 311). Sais yō?kō?kō? is 'one'. Thus, from PAN *ṭ*a with a different initial vowel than the other languages, perhaps an assimilation of *a* > *u*. But I have no idea of what the initial yō? < *yu* may be. A numeral composed with 'one' is strange here. Taok yw-yeto may however be composed of the same elements. 'One' in Taokas is tar (nu), thus PAN *ṭ* > Taok *t*. The second element in Fav (na)jito may be the same, 'one' in Favorlang being na-tta. But the final *o* in the word for 'seven' is enigmatic (Ferrell 1969, 413 and 406).

There are thus not many discrepant words for 'seven' in Formosan, but in this word we also find discrepancies outside Formosa.

Malay has tud'uh, Mak tud'u*, and there are cognates of the same in several languages of North Sarawak (Blust 1974b, 19 and 38) and in Nabay Murut turu? (Prentice 1971, 280), in Tundung waru (Hudson 1967, 410). Dyen has proposed the etymology of this word in PAN *tj* (N)2u? 'to point' (1951, 539). This is certainly correct. Both in Madagascar and Formosa I have seen people, when counting, begin with the little finger of the left hand, and after 5, 'the whole hand', continue with 'six' on the thumb of the right hand. 'Seven' is then on the forefinger of the right hand, the finger used to point with. If the same practice in counting is also used in the islands in between, the connection between 'seven' and 'to point' becomes sure. The etymology of 'seven' is found in some Bantu languages (See Meinhof 1906, 59).

The fact that modern Malay has another word (probably from the same etymology for 'forefinger': *dari t-ol-ahd'uh*, does not pose any problem. We have seen that when *lima 'hand' is used for 'five', other words have been used independently in all languages. In the East Barito languages Tabojan, Lawangan and Dusun Dejah it is at any rate not a loan. Here we have turu, toru 'seven' with the regular r < PAN *ṭ* (Hudson 1967, 76). So also in Nabay Murut turu? above.

Other discrepant forms also occur in some languages, but probably as local innovations.

8.

For 'eight' Dempwolff constructed PAN *valu*. He describes his *v* as a voiceless bilabial fricative (1934, 59). Dyen has given it a subnumerated *u*, *uvalu*, because of different reflexes in some Formosan languages. He has also a *u* and a *ư* (1965b, 301). I have proposed another explanation of these discrepancies, viz. that PAN /u/ could be realized as syllabic or non syllabic according to its place in a syllable centre or at a syllable limit (1973/76, 17-18 and 50-52). Before another vowel a non syllabic *u* has often been deleted, as we have seen in PAN *warom 'six'.

With syllabic *u* I have found Kay *wało* (besides *war*), *waru* (Ferrell 1969, 414), TB waru (v.d.Tuuk 1967, 217), waru (Warneck 1977, 279), Bar waru (regular), waru (archaic), wayu- (in composita) (Adiani 1928, 489). The glide *-u* in Kavalan and Toba Batak (by v.d. Tuuk) shows clearly that the *u- is syllabic. The form waru- in Bare'e is used only as the first component of compound numerals, and is thus further away from the accentuated syllable than in forms with *u-. It thus loses syllabicility more easily. The initial *u* in Sar waru (Tsuchida 1976, 146) is not neces-
sarily a reflex of this *h, as this language may add an initial w to most numerals... Moreover, outside Formosa I have found it with w- in Ibanag wlu, Sangir wlu, Tondano wlu, Tonsea wlu, from the two last languages constructed as PMin *walu by Sneddon (1978, 128).

The following Formosan languages have lost the initial *w: Kan a-alu, Pàiw a lu (Tschida 1976, 146), Hny (mìalu) (Ferrrell 1969, 414). It has also been lost in Muna (south of Sulawesi) a lu (Adriani 1914, 259).

Most of the languages both in and outside Formosa have a consonantal reflex: w, v or f (Ami fâbê). By regular development Old Javanese wålu has become New Jav wâlu. The first v may be syllabic and the second a glide. But I think it more likely that it is a contraction from a reduplicated form *wå-wålu having lost the first a. Madurese has bållâ?, bållâ(h) with geminate l, which indicates a short penult vowel, as we have seen in the word for 'seven'. Here too the question is open whether this is PAN or a local development. But there are also words for 'eight' with another etymology both in and outside Formosa.

Ciuli, Sedeq and Thao have forms of *gòpate 'four' with the same prefixes as the words for 'six' from *ty lié, three: Cl, Sed ma-spat, Thao ka-spat. In the interior of the word Ciuli has conserved the *S1, which it has lost in initial position in p-a-s-at 'four'. Squis has spat, without ma- (as in the word for 'six'), but also with initial s like Ciuli ma-spat; compare Squis p-a-i-puyu 'four'.

Here the doubling in the sense in the word for 'four' with ma- is used also in Fav ma-spat 'eight'. Saisiat has both ma- and ka- linked with f-i-ma-y-ka-spat; compare Squis p-a-i-puyu 'four'. Papora (between Taok and Fav) has ma-hal, but I have no explanation of the hal in these languages. All these languages are or have been western neighbours of Thao and Atayal. We thus find these doubled forms in a restricted geographic area (Ferrrell 1969, 414).

Although PAN *salu is the most common word for 'eight' outside Formosa, there are words for 'eight' with other etymologies in Indonesia too. Makassarese has sagantudu from ca-ag-dan-tudu 'one with seven' (Matthes 1858, 50). Instead of adding to 7 Buginese has subtracted from 10 with a-luð 'eight' < *ka-[d]luu 'the second (from ten)' (Mills 1975, 89 and 686). So has also Malay in delapan and Sundanese in dalapan 'eight' from dua-alap-an with reduction of dua-a- into do-da before the accentuated syllable and in rapid counting. PAN and Mal, Sund alap means 'to take away'. The literal meaning of the word is thus 'two taken away (from ten)' (Gonda 1975, 442).

9. For 'nine' Dempwolff constructed PAN *t’tiua. Dyen writes it *sìwa, and I *sìwa. In the languages outside Formosa the cognates to this word have reflexes of PAN *t’, mostly s. Even in Ma'ayan where *t’ generally has become h, this word has s: sìve, and likewise in Mala- gasy, where *t’ has often been deleted, we have Mer sîva, Sak sîve.

In Formosa we find the following cognates to this word: Tsou *sì, Kan *t:ya, Sar ku-sìa/ w-sìa, Pap (me)atya, Hny (sa)ìa, Pìw ìa, Hnìw ìa, Kan sìwa, Hny sìwâ, Ketagalan sìwâ, 'nine' (Ferrrell 1969 415). Among these languages only Tsou, Puy, Bun and Kav have s as regular reflex of PAN *t’. Kan and Sar have s as reflex of Tschida's *h. In the other languages *t’ and *h have merged. Tschida therefore concludes PAN *sìwa, with subnumerated symbols because of irregular reflexes (Tschida 1976, 129-31).

In the other languages cited PAN *t’ and *h have the following reflexes: Pap, Hny h (e.g. ta(mw) 'one' < PAN *ta’), Pàiw t, Ami, Ketagalan ts (e.g. Ketagalan tsa 'one').

However, in all these languages except Sar the initial s in this word corresponds perfectly with PAN *S1, and so also Puy s-. See the reflexes in the following examples: PAN *siqay, Tsou s-r-m-opo, Kan s-r-m-sapâa, Bun ma-pa-sapal 'to lay masts'. PAN *siqâq, Pàiw luwaq, Ami luug, Puy wrâh (metathesis from *vrah) 'tears' (Tschida 1976, 235 and 164). PAN *buksåy, Kav bugas 'hair' (Ferrrell 1969, 214). I have not been able to determine the reflexes of *SI in Papora, Hnaya and Ketagalan as our knowledge of these languages is too limited.

In all the Formosan languages with s < *t’ this s has merged with s < *S1. It has probably been the same in Saarao too, because here both *t’ and *S1 have become s. But *s’ia has s in Sar *s’ëa. Puyu has *s’ëa and *s’ëa in ìwâ. Outside Formosa PAN *S1 has become h or s. Provisionally putting Saarao aside, we then could say that in Formosa the word for 'nine' is from PAN *S1u, outside Formosa from PAN *t’tiua.

It is evident that this is an impossibility. In one of the groups the word must be a loan from the other. But which is the borrowing and which is the lending group? Whatever the phonemone, it must have been realised as [s] at the time of borrowing. It seems to me that the irregularity in Saarao is best explained if we suppose that the Formosans have been the borrowers. It must then have taken place after the change PAN *t’ > s outside Formosa, but before the change PAN *S1 > Puy s. The Formosans have then identified the s of *sìwa with their s < *S1. But the change PAN *S1 > Sar s must have taken place before. Therefore Saarao could not identify the s with this phoneme. This language has, however, an s < PAN *s and has identified the s of *sìwa with this phoneme. The borrowing must then have taken place after the changes PAN *t’ > Sar s and PAN *s > Sar s. We thereby get a relative chronology of these changes in Puyu and Saarao.

We have already seen that the higher the numbers the more non cognate numerals we find in Formosa. We shall see in a moment that for 'nine' still more languages have no cognate words than for 'eight'. This is also an argument for considering Formosa as the borrowing and not the lending part.

But before considering these words we shall examine other irregularities in *t’ia. In some
languages the non syllabic *n has been deleted. Dyen and Tsuchiya use the symbol *p in such cases. In Tsou it is not (Tsuchiya 1976, 144-46). It is also lost in Papora and Hoaeya, if regularly or not we do not know. The deletion of *n also occurs outside Formosa, e.g. in TB siu 'nine'.

In other languages the *t has disappeared, e.g. Gilbert ruda, the southeast Barito languages in Kalimantan watu 'nine'. The latter have added a final *t, but this is not due to a metathesis. We shall see that Malagasy, which belongs to this subgroup, has had a final *t in watu 'nine'. I suppose that both when *u and *t have been lost, they have first become non syllabic before a vowel, and then disappearing having a weaker articulation (Dahl 1973/76, 17-18 and 50-52).

In Formosa more languages have non cognate words for 'nine' than for the lower numerals: Atayal, Sedeq and Rukai, which hither-to showed words with PAN etymology, here have local words. So also Thao tana:tou 'nine', but Fav tana:ho and Taok tana:u id. are cognate to this word, and we may reconstruct Proto-northwest-Formosan *tana:tu (Perrell 1969, 415).

The PBis word for 'nine' is *sityam (Zorc 1977, 101). Compared with e.g. Tag sityam, Yami alam (Perrell 1969, 415) this gives PPh sityam (Zorc 1977, 30). The word also occurs in Sabah: Murut up 'nine' (Prentice 1971, 172). It might be possible to consider this to be a final *m added to PAN *t'ita with loss of *n and in some languages development of a glide. But as long as no explanation of the -m is found, it is more prudent to consider the word as a Philippine creation.

For 'nine' too we find words expressing subtraction from 'ten'. Makassarese has salapao, Sundanese salapan, from sa 'one', prefixed to the same alapan which we found in the Malay and Sundanese word for 'eight', thus 'one taken away (from ten)'.

Matthes found the etymology of this in a Malagasy word, mala:fa 'to take'. I have never met this word, and do not think it exists. Matthes has taken it from Humboldt's Kavisprache (Matthes 1858, 50-51). But Humboldt's source for Malagasy was a vocabulary written by the English missionary John Jeffreys, who used the vowels with their English pronunciation. Humboldt's mila:fa is therefore probably Mlg mla:fa 'to escape, flee, run away' < PAN *la:kapat, and gives no explanation to salapan.

Malay has ambil from sa + ambit + an. As Mal ambil too means 'to take away', the formation and meaning of the word is exactly the same as in salapan (Matthes 1858, 50-51). Achenese has sa:kura 'nine' from kuraq 'to diminish, lessen' < PAN *kuraq, also the same idea (Gonda 1975, 442).

Tungho Sais zih*i? 'nine' is strange compared with 'ih*i? 'one'. It could be a metathesis of * and *i. But the other Saisiat dialect, Taai, has 'ih*i? id. (Li 1978, 196). Tungho has deleted Taus 'unreliably (a voiced lateral flap < PAN *ti or *t)i. In a composed word, lahi? 'one' is preceded by an unknown
The numerals from 20 to 90 are generally formed with *pulaq preceded by the numerals from 2 to 9. A nasal often links the two components, and before *pulaq the nasal is very often m. But this is probably due to an assimilation, and not original. In Sangir we have n (Adriani 1893, 228), in Chamorro na (Costenoble 1940, 261). Gorontalo has to, but here is i < PAN *n and o < PAN *s, e.g. Gorontalo olomo 'six' (Breukink 1906, 78). The numeral has m as in vowels, n as after consonants, originally it may have been y (Ramos 1971, 39).

In Malagasy PAN *p has become f, except when preceded by another consonant; then then p has been maintained. Mlq falu 'ten' is thus regular, but Mérina has rasa-palu 'twenty'. The reason is that PMlq had the linking m, but the cluster ml has later been reduced to p in Mérina. In Sakalava the m is still present: rama-palu. But after a PMlq final consonant the m is not used, therefore both dialects have esa-palu 'forty' < PMlq *epat-palu. Here the assimilation *t > p maintains the p. However, in Mérina 'ninety' is aviti-falu with t. As the m was lacking only after a preceding consonant, *avt must have been a word ending in a consonant. In Kalmanttan the southeast Barito languages have suet 'nine' (Hudson 1967, 76). The t of this diphthong must thus have been treated as a consonant, and we may write the PMlq form *stey. But only original (final) stops were totally assimilated to the following consonant and hindered the change *p > Mlq f, like in esa-palu. Therefore the semivowel *y could not influence the following *p, which therefore became Mlq f, and *ty became Mer t. Because Malagasy has not lost the *t of the first syllable, and therefore earlier southeastern Barito had this t, it is clear that the final t in SEBarito suet is not due to a metathesis from the first syllable, but it has been added to the original form. However, the word has s- even in the languages which have changed *s > h. It is therefore possible that it is a loanword here too, like in Formosa. Another possibility is that the s has been maintained by mechanical counting.

In Formosa only two languages have 'twenty' in this form: Pawi dukula-paluq, Ami tuan-taoli. Favorlang and Paze have the same construction with their own word for 'ten': Faw wu-wa-liet, Paz dukula-taoli 'twenty'. Paze has thus its quinary system only up to 9, and from 10 on a decimal system. But many Formosan languages have a special word for 'twenty': Sqa'tay puascending, Cia'tay ma-pualu, Sed 'ma-pualu, Karu m-pualu, Mau-pualu. Sar ma-pualu, BudaiRuk ma-pualu, MagaRuk man-pualu, Thao ma-pualu, Ban man-pualu (Ferrel 1969, 417), all cognates of proto-Formosan *ma-pulaq. I am not able to deduce this from any other AN numeral. In other language families too the word for 'twenty' is not always recognizable from the model of the higher numerals, e.g. Greek etwn, Latin octo.

100.

For 'hundred' Dempwolff constructed PAN *yatut'. Dyen writes it *Ratu. It has a very wide distribution in Austronesian languages, but is not found in any Formosan language.

1000.

For 'thousand' Dempwolff constructed PAN *tyibu. Dyen uses r instead of t for the same protophoneme, and I do the same (Dahl 1973/76, 86). It has a very wide distribution in western languages, but far as I know not in eastern AN, if Motu giveb 'ten thousand' is not cognate (Dempwolff 1924-25, 302).

Most of the languages show clear reflexes of PAN *r, but old Javanese has lbu and modern Javanese ewa 'thousand'. As far as I know Dempwolff has never explained the loss of *r in this word. Wolff, who does not accept the protophoneme *r, constructs *ribu, which has then regular reflexes both in Javanese and in Mal ribu. The presence of what he considers as an irregular r in Malagasy and many other languages is considered as due to loans from Malay (Wolff 1974, 80).

I do not accept the exclusion of *r from the PAN phoneme inventory. It has special reflexes in many languages, although it is admittedly infrequent. But in this word the construction of *r is corroborated from several languages in central and southern Sulawesi. Typical is Bar anga 'thousand' < PAN *ma 'one' + *ribu. After the regular deletion of *r crisis of *a + *i has produced *a, and this has the reflex o in Bare'e. We find similar forms in surrounding languages: Parigi abu (Adriani 1928, 773), Besoa, Bada abu, Lalaki abu, Mekonka abu 'thousand' (Adriani and Krujt 1914, 129; 230; 236). These languages have s reflexes of *r, but not consistently. It is therefore possible that they have borrowed the word from Bare'e when needing higher numerals.

For PSS Mills has constructed *sibbu from Bug sibbu, Mak, Sad etc. sibu 'thousand' (1975, 820). (Mills' * represents the same phoneme as Dempwolff's o). The word can therefore not be directly inherited from *s-a-ribu, but it could be a loan from the Toraja languages. It is not likely, however, that a high numeral should be borrowed into Buginese and Makassarese from a Toraja language. Mills has suggested that the South Sulawesi languages may be immigrant languages on the Toraja substratum, and that a major motive of the immigration was trade (1975, 499-500; 513 ff.). This may explain the presence of the word for 'thousand' in an old Toraja (Bare'e) form. The first words traders learn in a foreign society are the numerals.

As a parallel to the Sulawesi forms deducible from *t'a-ribu I cite Mlq m-un 'thousand' with regular loss of *t', but irregular r < *y, the latter due to old borrowing, probably from Malay.

We also find this borrowing from Malay in South Sulawesi. Mills has constructed PSS *ribu 'hundred thousand' from Bug ribu, Mak aberi, Sad ma-ribu Id., but he adds: 'perhaps borrowed < Mal ribu 'thousand' (1975, 682). Bare'e has ribu 'ten thousand'. I consider both the Bare'e and the South Sulawesi forms as borrowings from Malay, adapted to the local
phonology (b > v or ʋ). The semantic changes are due to the fact that the languages had already an "inherited" word for 'thousand'. The borrowed word was then used for the higher unity for which the language had no word before.

Two Formosan languages have a numeral which may be cognate to *yibu: Kav yasibu and Ketagalan lataibu. Here it is possible to see a metathesis from *ta-yibu. In both languages the meaning of the word is however not 'thousand' but 'hundred' (Perrell 1969, 418). The original meaning of the word may have been 'an extraordinary high indefinite number'. An argument for this is that in Sad the word sa-riu in addition to 'hundred thousand' also means 'any uncountable large quantity' (Mills 1975, 682). When the need for higher numerals than before developed, the meaning became 'hundred' in northern Formosa, and 'thousand' in the MJ subgroup and southern Sulawesi, trading societies with a higher culture. From the trading Malayans riwu 'thousand' has been borrowed into many languages where r is not the regular reflex of PAN *γ, and as we have seen, sometimes with change of the numeral value.

Interrogative

The interrogative 'how many' also belongs to the numeral category and has often the same affixes as the numerals. Dempwoolf constructed it as PAN *piqa'a, by Dyen written piqa. Tschida has added a final *q to this because of Takitudubun piakh, Aml pīna, Sais pīna, Akh pilah 'how many'? (Tschida 1976, 135 and 224).

It has a very broad distribution both in and outside Formosa with the meaning 'how many'. In some languages it also means 'some, a few', and in some languages, especially in Toraja, the meaning has changed into 'when?'.

Evolution of the numerals

We have seen that the same words for 'two, three, four' are used in virtually all AN languages. PAN *t'a 'one' is lacking only in a few languages, and in some it is used only in counting. Still it seems clear that *t'a must have belonged to the original vocabulary of PAN, and that in some languages it has been supplanted by words meaning 'alone' etc.

From 'five' on different words begin to occur in Formosan, and from 'seven' on in the western languages. The words for 'seven' from the wordbase 'to point' and the subtractive words for 'eight' and 'nine' are probably relatively new words having supplanted the common words *pliya, aula and *t'iaa, found also in eastern AN. Within the subgroup Javanese and Madurese have cognates to *ula, and both these and Sundanese also to *pliya. In the period of common MJ the subgroup has thus had both these words. It is not so with the word for 'nine'. But as the local words for 'nine' are formed on the same principle as those for 'eight', I assume that they date from the same period. Similar words in other western languages are probably also local innovations, if they are not borrowed from Malay.

Not so in Formosan. We have seen that from 'five' on, the higher the number the fewer the cognates of the common AN words, and the more variation of words used in the different languages. At this gate some of these must be local creations.

A special category of numerals contains those formed with ma- with doubling effect on the meaning. They may depend on a special way of using the fingers in counting. Carl Meinhof has described how such doubling of the numerals in some Bantu languages is shown with the hands. When counting 'six', the thumb and the little finger of both hands are bowed under the hands; thus three fingers of each hand are shown. For 'eight' only the thumbs are bowed beneath, and four fingers of each hand are shown (Meinhof 1906, 58-59. See also Gonda 1975, 443). It will be interesting if the same use of the fingers is found in the Formosan societies which have this system (Atayalic, Thao, and Saisiat).

For 'seven' one little finger is released, and for 'nine' one thumb put forth. Atayalic uses the prefix m(a) before 'seven' and 'nine' too, but without any doubling of the meaning. This may be due to such showing, of the fingers when counting.

Sedeq, Tsouic and Bunun have formed 'ten' with *ma- + *t'a. It is possible that this *t'a is an old word for 'five', or that with *ma- it expresses the two complete hands.

I have considered the Formosan languages to represent the first offshoot from the main AN family (Dahl 1973, 125/1976, 126). The study of the numerals offers further support for this hypothesis.

The numerals from 'one' to 'hundred' are so common both in west and east that they must have developed in the main centre of the AN family. But only those from 'one' to 'four' are found in all Formosan languages (only 1 to 3 in Lulang). Before the migration to Formosa began, the AN society thus seems to have had so little need of numbers that counting on only one hand was sufficient.

The differences in the presence of the common numerals from 'five' to 'ten' in the Formosan languages may be explained by several migrations during the time of development of these numerals in the AN centre, or by more or less vivid communication with this centre from the different Formosan groups, or by both. We have seen that at any rate *pliya 'nine' has been borrowed into the Formosan languages which have the word.

This seems to indicate rapid cultural growth in the AN centre during and shortly after the migrations to Formosa, a growth with increased need for numerals. The reason may have been navigation and trade, precursory to the great spread of the Austronesians.

Blust has found that

All non-Formosan AN languages have undergone certain changes in the original pronominal system not known to be shared by any AN language of Formosa. In view of the fact that the non-Formosan AN languages in aggregate correspond closely to the collection of languages to which the term 'Malayo-Polynesian' was originally applied
The different development of the numerals in and outside Formosa gives support to Blust's consideration of all non-Formosan (MP) languages as a single first-order subgroup (Blust ibid., 220).

Dyen assumes that the Formosan languages together with the western AN languages form one first-order subgroup which he names Hesperonesian. He contrasts this with a first-order subgroup in the east which he calls Heonesian. He bases his findings on lexicostatistics (Dyen 1965a). The present study as well as Blust's examination of the pronouns refute Dyen's hypothesis. Such subdivision cannot be based on the evidence of vocabulary alone. Grammar and phonetic development are at least as important considerations.

The word for 'nine' seems to be not a PAN but a PMP word, formed as *stua after the change PAN *t' > PMP *s, and borrowed into some Formosan languages (perhaps also into SE Barito).

The question of whether the Formosan languages form one or more first-order subgroups cannot yet be settled. It is clear from several facts that the Atayalic and Tsouic subgroups exist, as first-order or as secondary under a first-order Formosan subgroup. But Ferrells joining of all the other Formosan languages into one Paiwanic subgroup seems dubious (Ferre 1969). The northwestern languages Paseh and Saisiat together with the surrounding more or less extinct languages have a development of the numerals different from all the others. If we suppose more migrations into Formosa, to judge only from the numerals, these languages could represent the first wave. Paiwan, Rukai, Puyuma and Ami (with cognates to *pulq) could then be a last wave, with the other languages in between. But this last inference is not reliable, since we have seen that *stua 'nine' has been borrowed into these languages: *pulq may equally be a loanword. Alternately they may have had later communication with the MP languages. Rukai has porok 'ten', but ma-pulqal 'twenty'. Is *pulq an older word for 'ten', having acquired the meaning 'twenty' from the doubling *ma-?

It is not possible to base a subgrouping hypothesis on the development of the numerals only. A thorough examination of phonetic development, grammatical structure, and vocabulary is needed to decide the issue. The results of my study thus only make Ferrell's subgrouping questionable. A final answer lies in the future.

Derivatives

We have already met one derivative of the numerals with such wide distribution that it must be old. It is the reduplication of the first consonant + a.

We have seen that it is very common in Philippine languages. Blust has shown that two series, simple and with reduplication, exist in Ivatan and also in Balinese (Blust 1974, 136). Dyen has found that in Chamorro the reduplicated forms are used only to designate animates. In Ami, Kanakanabu and Saaroa they are restricted to persons (Dyen 1975, 4). I have found the same in Bunun.

In the Sakala dialect of Malagasy only rue 'two' and telu 'three' are reduplicated, but not with a, the whole first syllable is repeated. They are used only as attributes to personal pronouns designating persons, e.g. nahay ruu rue 'we (excl.) two', ruu te-telu 'they (being) three'. The restriction to persons must then be very old.

In Javanese too we find the repetition of the consonant with its vowel in loro 'two'. The development must have been: PAN *3g5'p > *r'ud, then with loss of syllabic near *u > old Jav r'ma > *ro, thereafter reduplication of this > *ro-ro, then regular dissimulation of consecutive r's > modern Jav loro. Javanese has also pa-pat, reduplicated from the new form pat 'four'.

The reduplication of the numerals to designate numbers of persons or animates in general must be considered as PAN, but new formations after the old pattern also occur.

A very common formative of ordinals is the prefix *ka-, e.g. Mny ka-, Iloko ka-, Mal ka-, Sangir ka- (Adriani 1983, 89), PMin *ka- (Sneddon 1978, 104), Lolo ka-, Mak ma-ka- (Matthes 1858, 57). Toba Batak has pa- or pa- (v.d. Tuuk 1867, 131; 134; 191). Malagasy has a combination of both these prefixes: fa-ka-. Tagalog and other Philippine languages have another combination: t-ka-, which seems identical with Paiv at-ka-. Tog ka-lu-luwa 'soul' is probably formed with the same ka-, thus meaning 'the second something'. The reduplication of la implies vagueness. The soul belongs to a realm where vague expressions are prudent.

In other languages the ordinals have the same form as the cardinals, the syntactic rules are sufficient to distinguish between the two. In some languages cardinals precede the noun, whereas ordinals follow it. As in other fields of comparative grammar our knowledge is still too limited to get a full picture.

Gonda has shown that the word for 'first' is generally not an ordinal, but a word designating 'the foremost, that which is before, ahead, in time or place'. It is in opposition not to the second and the third, but to the last (Gonda 1975, 244-54. This article has also other interesting viewpoints). 'The first' is thus not a numeral, but an adjective, often in superlative, if the language has a superlative form. In AN languages too we find that 'the first' has generally an "irregular" form compared with the ordinals.

There are also other derivatives of the numerals, but their formatives vary very much. It is therefore not possible for the time being to determine PAN or PMP forms of them. I shall only mention some of them as an incentive to further research.

For example, two series, simple and with reduplication, have the prefix hän- in Ma'an, and in Ngadju Dayak hän-(ka)-, e.g. Mny, NgD hän-telo 'three times', Mny hän-epat 'four times', NgD hän-ka-lime 'five times'. In 'once' the prefix has the vowel i, and in
NgD the consonant -s-: Mny hin-ra, NgD sin-da. In Malagasy it is in/iy- - e.g. Mer in-dray 'once', in-telu 'three times', Sak in-tpa 'four times'. The protoform of this prefix must be *iti-ya-. The *i- is still present in Malagasy, and in Mny hin-ra, NgD sin-da it is also maintained because it is in the penult and therefore accentuated. In the other forms it stands before the accentuated syllable, and there most vowels become a. Malagasy has not the same rule. Makassarese has pit-, e.g. pit-telu 'three times', pit-sapa 'four times' (Matthews 1858, 56).

Chamorro uses feka- with the same function (Costenoble 1940, 263). But many languages use the cardinals followed by a word meaning 'times', e.g. Mal so-kali 'once'.

Malagasy, Ma'anyan and Paiwan have forms meaning 'so and so many days', formed with Mlg ha- + -ana, Mny ka- + -an, Paiw maka- + -*, e.g. Mlg ha-teli-ana, Mny ka-telo-an, Paiw maka-telu-ya 'three days'. As it is found with nearly identical formative forms both in Formosa and Madagascar, the form must be very old. The protoform seems to be *makata- + (a)ə. Chamorro has the suffix -a in the same function, probably not identical with this *-a, e.g. jat-a 'four days', limi-ya 'five days' (Costenoble 1940, 264).

Distributives meaning 'so and so many each time' are formed in Malagasy with the prefix tsi- and doubling of the numeral, e.g. tsi-telu-telu 'three and three, three each and three time'. The protoform of the prefix is probably PAN *toy/tay, compare Mal te'- in other functions. Ma'anyan uses the prefix ma- + nasal substitution in the same function.

The prefix *ma- with doubling effect is perhaps present in western languages too. I have not found it with numerals (if Mny ma-above is not the same); not at least in its simple form, but as *ma- + *y-. In Tagalog Bloomfield names these forms 'dual collectives with mag-', (Bloomfield 1917, 242). Malagasy has the prefix mi- in the same function, and both are regular modern forms of a PAN (or PPM) *may-. If this is a compound prefix, it may include the doubling *ma-.

Its function is essentially the same in both languages. Prefixed to a kinship term it indicates two persons in the relationship expressed by the wordbase, e.g. Mlg mi-ana 'one of the parents with one child', ḍana 'child'. Tag aq mag-d-li 'one aunt and one niece or nephew', ali 'aunt'. Mlg Ra-petera mi-vadi 'Peter and his wife', vadi 'spouse'. Tag aq mag-aswa q Pedro at ḍawana 'Pedro and his wife Juana', aswa 'spouse'. Mlg isahay mi-anadah 'we (excl.) two being brother and sister', anadah 'brother of a sister'. Tag aq mag-d-te q si Marya at si Maryano 'Mariano and his oldest sister Maria', aq 'elder sister'.

If there are more than two in the same relation, the number must be added in Malagasy: isika telu mi-ánaka 'we (incl.) three in the relation parent and child', i.e. whether both parents and one child, or one of the parents and two children. Ra-petera åjatia mi-anadah 'Peter with three siblings', four altogether, both sexes represented. In Tagalog the wordbase is reduplicated if there are more than two, e.g. aq mag-a-ana 'the group of a father with two or more of his children', amá 'father'. Doubling of the wordbase may be used in Tagalog to indicate plural. Here reduplication changes the dual into plural.

In Tagalog mag-anak is an exception, in that it does not mean only two persons, but the whole family of parents and children. In Malagasy the same is obtained by adding aq 'every': isi mi-anak-aq 'he/she with the whole family' (Dahl 1972, 357-58).

The identification of this *ma-y with the *a- forming dual of numerals in some Formosan languages is hypothetical, but the fact that its simplest form indicates duality makes the possibility a very real one.

ABREVIATIONS

Akl Aklanon Paz Pazeh
AN Austronesian PBis Proto-Bisayan
Atay Atayal PFom Proto-Formosan
Bar Bare'e PMin Proto-Minahan
Bug Buginese PMJ Proto-Malayo-
Bun Bunun Javanic
Ci Ciuli PMlg Proto-Malagasy
Fav Favorlang PMP Proto-Malayo-
P1 Fijian Polynesian
Hny Hoanya PPh Proto-Philippine
Jav Javanese PSS Proto-South-
Kan Kanakanabu Sulawesi
Kav Kavalan Ruk Rukai
Mad Madurese Sad Sa'dan Toraja
Mak Makassarese Sais Saisiat
Mal Malay Sak Sakalava
Mer Merina Sang Sangir
Mlg Malagasy Sed Sedeq
Mny Ma'anyan Sq Squiq
NgD Ngaju Dayak Sundanese
Paiw Paiwan Tag Tagalog
PAN Proto- Taok Taokas
Pap Papora Austronesian TB Toba Batak

FOOTNOTES

1. I am indebted to R.A. Blust for valuable criticism and stimulating suggestions which have led to improvements in the present article. I am however the solely responsible for views presented.

2. DEMPWOLFF has constructed this word as a trisyllabic PAN *bî(t)-jau, and Dyen has rewritten it with *q (1953, 11). I have constructed it as a disyllabic wordbase: *bî(j)-y. In his review of Dahl 1973 Blust found that my construction is unmotivated, because the cognates in AN languages reflect a trisyllabic root (1976, 234). This is correct, but in Formosan languages we find it both with prenasalization and with the vowel a in the last syllable: Paz bintau, Takitudun Bunun bintagpa, Paiw vî'tyan, Sais bintum 'star'. Outside Formosa the vowel of the last syllable regularly reflects *o, as in Pazeh above, and also in Puy vî'tyan id. But because both *-an and *-an exist, I find it natural to consider these as the old PAN suf-
fixes, and to construct *bi(N)tīwaq as wordbase.

3. A reduction of Dyen's and Tsachida's S's and x's into two protophonemes *S₁ and *S₂ will be exhibited in a forthcoming publication on old phonetic changes in Austronesian.

4. In private correspondence Blust has remarked: "NgD lege is most simply derived from *læsən, with -q reinterpreted as 3rd sg. possessor." This is certainly a better explanation than my hypothesis of dissimilation.

5. Blust has informed me that a quinary system is also found in Ilongot (northern Philippines), Ngadha etc. (Flores), and in various languages of Melanesia, e.g. Nauna (Admira'ly Islands), and Manam (New Guinea).

6. Sundanese has both pità and tud'ih, and today the latter seems to be most frequent. It is possible that this is a loan from Malay, but pità may be a loan from Javanese. Which of them is borrowed is an open question, but because pità is the old AN word, and is going out of use, this may be archaic and tud'ih a loan.

7. The syllabic and non syllabic character of PAN vowels will be treated in a forthcoming publication on old phonetic and phonemic changes in Austronesian.
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